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A well-monitored supply chain is any business’s key to productivity and profit. But each link in
that chain is its own entity, subject to its own ups, downs, and business realities. If one falters,

every other link—and the entire chain—becomes vulnerable. Kildow’s book identifies the
different phases of business continuity program development and maintenance, including: •
Recognizing and mitigating potential threats, risks, and hazards • Evaluating and selecting

suppliers, contractors, and service providers • Developing, testing, documenting, and

maintaining business continuity plans • Following globally accepted best practices • Analyzing
the potential business impact of supply chain disruptions Filled with powerful assessment tools,
detailed disaster-preparedness checklists and scenarios, and instructive case studies in supply

chain reliability, A Supply Chain Management Guide to Business Continuity is a crucial resource
in the long-term stability of any business.
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ForewordRISK MANAGEMENT, in the cloak of business continuity, must be on the radar screen
of every business management team—from “top to bottom.” From planning to documentation,
from risk identification to hazard assessment, from global business continuity strategies to the
key role of supply management, this book is full of practical, relevant, step-by-step approaches

for managing the unknown.It’s abundantly clear that this book was written with several

audiences in mind, and virtually anyone with business management and especially supply chain
responsibilities will find value in the various chapters of this information-packed book. Written in
an easy-to-read style, the book covers the basics, and goes on to explore strategies and best
practices, regulations and requirements, tools for identifying and managing risks, and tools for

planning and analysis. It also includes a glossary and several appendices that readers will find
helpful.If you want examples, checklists, and horror stories to make your point for business
recovery planning, you will find them here. And, each chapter ends nicely with recommended
specific actions to move the business continuity process forward and make the results more

effective.A Supply Chain Management Guide to Business Continuity provides another

convincing case for enduring focus on all matters with the outcome “ . . . of the organization to

provide service and support for its customers to maintain its viability before, during, and after a
disaster.” For all supply management professionals in a quest to understand and mitigate risk in
today’s dynamic business environment, this book is a real find.Paul Novak, CPSM, C.P.M.,
MCIPSChief Executive OfficerInstitute for Supply Management™
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IntroductionWHETHER YOUR BUSINESS is large or small, whether your company
manufactures printed circuit boards or plastic molding machines or sells handbags or lawn
furniture, it is not unreasonable to expect that there is a crisis looming some time in its future.
The reality is that no business or industry is immune from crisis. While our tendency is to think

about major disasters that create havoc and impact whole communities—such as earthquakes,
hurricanes, floods, or severe winter storms—for most businesses, the disaster is more likely to

be on a smaller scale. For most businesses, disaster can come from an event that may not
generate headlines, such as a water main break in the immediate area, a fire confined to a small

section of their business, or the failure of their IT systems.And though we tend to think in terms
of environmental disruptions, such as natural catastrophes or pandemics, we must also consider

social disruptions (strikes, sabotage), technical disruptions (a breakdown of equipment, loss of a
key skilled staff member), political disruptions (terrorist attacks, civil unrest, nationalization),
legal disruptions (legal shutdowns, injunctions), and economic disruptions (supplier failure,

exchange rate fluctuations, takeovers).Just as it is not possible to totally prevent most disasters

and disruptions, it is not realistic to assume that they will happen to other organizations but not

to yours. Being prepared when the things that “can never happen here” do happen is just plain

good business. Failure to plan for such events can lead to supply chain disruptions that can

devastate company performance, damage profitability and stock prices, and result in irreparable
harm to the organization. The consequences can also result in cascading damage to every

business and organization relying on the timely receipt of your goods or services that enable

them to continue meeting their customers’ needs in order to generate revenue and protect their

bottom line. Who wants to stand in front of a board of directors, senior executives, or a major
customer in the wake of unsuccessful attempts to restore critical operations following a disaster?

Who wants to respond to their queries about why the threat went undetected, why an identified
risk was not eliminated or mitigated, or why strategies were not in place to enable the

organization to get back on its feet quickly?The Effects of a DisasterIn today’s global economy,

the effects of a disaster can be more than just local; its impact can reach across country borders
and oceans. In 1995, a magnitude 7.2 earthquake struck Kobe, Japan, resulting in 5,100 deaths

and devastating physical destruction. Following the earthquake, all area steel mills were shut

down and many other businesses became nonoperational as a result of water and gas outages.

Secondary business and supply chain interruptions were extensive. Kobe was Japan’s biggest
international trade hub and a major production and logistics center, with approximately 30

percent of Japan’s shipping passing through it. Even businesses with no direct physical impact

suffered because of damage to the utilities, port, railroads, and roads. Production was
impossible, and shipments in or out were difficult to unachievable. When Sumitomo’s Metal
Industries Ltd.—the sole source of brake shoes for Toyota—closed its plant in nearby Osaka,

most of Toyota’s plants in other parts of Japan closed as well. For companies like Toyota that
used a just-in-time (JIT) inventory management system and relied on frequent shipments of

parts and materials, there was little available inventory on hand, leading to an interruption of
production. According to published estimates, Toyota lost $200 million in revenue. Moreover, the

disaster cascaded and caused supply chain interruptions for businesses in other parts of the
world, including U.S. companies IBM and Apple, which relied on displays produced in

Kobe.Even a seemingly relatively small emergency can result in a large business disruption. In
2000, a Phillips microchip manufacturing plant in New Mexico was struck by lightning, creating a

small fire. Though quickly extinguished, the fire caused contamination in the sterile
manufacturing facility, contaminated millions of chips, and halted the chip-making process. The

company’s two primary customers were the two largest mobile phone companies in Europe,
which used chips manufactured at the plant in cellular telephones. One of the companies, Nokia,

became immediately aware of the disruption in chip deliveries and acted quickly, working closely
with the chip manufacturer. Nokia arranged to purchase chips from another of its primary

supplier’s plants as well as other alternative sources, quickly tying up the spare capacity. Some

phone models were even re-engineered to allow the use of chips from yet other suppliers. With
pre-disaster plans in place, Nokia was able to continue to assemble and distribute its products
and gain a greater market share. On the other hand, Ericsson—the other mobile phone

company affected—purchased all its microchips parts from the single source to simplify its

supply chain. Ericsson did not respond quickly enough, had no supply chain continuity plan in
place to obtain the chips, already in short supply, from another source; and suffered a lengthy

and costly disruption in its assembly and distribution processes. The resulting inability to launch
new products, loss of market share, and financial losses in the hundreds of millions of dollars

made it necessary for Ericsson to merge with another company just to survive. The overall
outcome was a permanent shift in the balance of power between the two electronics
giants.Mishaps such as technological failures—even those that occur outside the organization—

can become an inherited disaster. When a major power outage started shortly after 4:00 P.M.

EDT on Thursday, August 14, 2003, within three minutes, twenty-one power plants shut down,
impacting eight states—including New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, Connecticut, and

Pennsylvania—and parts of Canada, including Ontario. Estimates of the total cost of the

blackout have ranged from $4 billion to $10 billion in lost income to workers and investors, extra
costs to government agencies, repair costs to the impacted utilities, and costs for lost or spoiled
food and other commodities.Consider what a similar power outage would mean for your

organization. Approximately one-fourth of the businesses hit by the outage reported that their

resulting losses were more than $40,000 per hour of resulting downtime, and some indicated
they lost more than $1 million each hour there was no power. Some companies reported that the

outage disrupted deliveries from suppliers and deliveries to customers. In Michigan, cascading

consequences were reported even outside the blacked-out area as a result of delayed and
extended delivery times for parts and materials, particularly disrupting for manufacturing

operations with JIT scheduling.Taking the Necessary StepsIn managing risk, there are three
fundamental truths:1. Only a working crystal ball would enable us to predict all the risks that our

organization might face in the future.2. We cannot fully control risks.3. By developing and
maintaining an enterprise-wide business continuity program that includes all internal and

external components of the supply chain, we can prepare to manage risks in order to continue

meeting stakeholder expectations when disasters occur.If we can agree that disasters are
inevitable, it would seem logical that we must also agree that it is wise to take the necessary
steps to manage our risks to the extent possible and to reduce the effects of disruptions through
planning and preparedness.In my work with clients, I have undertaken the mission of integrating

the internal and external supply chain links in continuity planning, and it has often been a hard
sell. Fortunately, that is changing as there has been a realization that the supply chain from
procurement through delivery is the revenue source for most companies and is directly tied to
cash flow, profitability, growth, and the related intangibles such as protection of the brand,
customer trust, and stakeholder confidence.There is a growing awareness that a disaster that

impacts the supply chain is a disaster for the entire company. Incidents affecting the supply

chain were often overlooked in earlier business continuity planning, but this is changing. One

indication of the increasing realization of the vulnerability of today’s supply chains and the
importance of fully including the supply chain in all aspects of risk management, including
business continuity, came at the Institute for Supply Management (ISM)’s 95th Annual
International Supply Management Conference and Educational Exhibit, held in April 2010. The

conference included a risk management track with daily workshops focused on connecting risk

management to supply chain management. In addition, the four-day event offered two half-day

sessions dedicated to business continuity and the supply chain.I have specialized in business
continuity, disaster recovery, and emergency management consulting for twenty years. I have

been a Certified Business Continuity Professional with the Disaster Continuity Institute since

1998 and a fellow of the Business Continuity Institute since 2002. I’ve worked with utility
companies, luxury fashion goods companies, a hot sauce manufacturer, a PVC pipe

manufacturer, a division of a car manufacturer, and government agencies, among other

organizations. I’ve watched as business continuity has matured to become what it is today, and I

have witnessed what works—and what doesn’t—when developing and maintaining a successful

continuity program. In A Supply Chain Management Guide to Business Continuity, I want to pass

along my lessons learned by providing a resource for all those who want to better manage
supply chain risks. I would also like to raise awareness of the importance of business continuity

planning as an enterprise-wide issue that must include the supply chain to fulfill its purpose.My
goal is to provide an easy-to-read, easy-to-understand book that focuses on supply chain

business continuity within the framework of an overall business continuity program. While the
terminology used is corporate-centric, the principles and planning methods can be applied in all

types of organizations, large and small, including not-for-profits and government agencies.How

This Book Is OrganizedTo lay a foundation and level the playing field, the book begins in
Chapter 1 with business continuity basics and the evolution of business continuity planning. A

discussion of business continuity ownership and drivers and where continuity planning fits in the
bigger picture of managing an organization’s risks follows in Chapter 2. Current best practices

are outlined in Chapter 3, with an overview of the business continuity planning lifecycle and its

application in the development of a continuity program that incorporates the four components
needed to successfully manage business risks. Chapter 4 discusses an enterprise-wide

approach to risk management that integrates all elements of the supply chain, from purchasing

through distribution, and recommends the need to honestly assess current disaster
management capabilities.Building on the basic steps introduced in Chapter 3, a sequential

process to carry out each step of the planning lifecycle is detailed in the chapters that
follow: Conducting a hazard assessment (Chapter 5) Performing a business impact analysis

(Chapter 6) Developing supply chain business continuity strategies (Chapter 7) Writing
actionable business continuity plan documents (Chapter 8) Providing people with continuity

training and testing plans and performing ongoing maintenance for a successful business
continuity program (Chapter 9)The process is one I have applied when working with a broad

range of clients, and I know it can work.Finally, Chapter 10 offers an overview of current
business continuity standards, regulations, and requirements, as well as certification programs
for business continuity programs and continuity practitioners. The chapter examines some of the

ways to validate and certify your own program and that of a supplier or other business
partner.Each chapter concludes with a “Going Forward” feature that suggests specific action
items that, when followed, can help you gain a more comprehensive understanding of your

organization’s current business continuity capability. There may also be initial steps to begin
development of a new business continuity program or to enhance an existing one.Following the
last chapter is a Glossary that includes definitions and acronyms for some of the commonly

used words and terminology related to both business continuity and the supply chain that you
will find in this book. There are also five appendices, which are tools to assist you in carrying out

the steps of the continuity planning lifecycle: A business continuity planning assessment

questionnaire for use in conducting an initial assessment of your organization’s current level of

continuity preparedness A checklist of general and supply chain–specific hazards to initiate a

hazard assessment A guide to use in pandemic planning Guidance for establishing a
business continuity organization, with five continuity team models and tips for selecting
continuity team members Sample outlines for a corporate business continuity plan and a

business unit continuity plan, as well as a sample basic department business continuity

planWho This Book Is ForBecause many areas of an organization have a role to play in business
continuity and must work in concert to develop and maintain a capability to manage risk, this

book has been written for many audiences, all of whom have a vested interest in their
organization’s supply chain and the ability of that supply chain to continue to function smoothly.
For supply chain professionals—who may be assigned responsibility for developing those
portions of a corporate business continuity plan that address their business unit or be asked to

create department-specific continuity strategies or perhaps a supply chain annex (i.e.,
appendix) to a business continuity plan—this book will provide a basic real-world understanding

of business continuity that will lead to them asking pertinent questions about their organization’s

business continuity planning and to better understand the answers they receive. Some of the

questions these people need to ask are: What is business continuity really all about? How
vulnerable is our supply chain? What considerations are critical to developing effective supply

chain continuity strategies and plans? What can I do to improve our disaster capability?For
supply chain managers not assigned to business continuity responsibilities, the book presents
guidelines to consider in determining whether their business unit has been accurately and
sufficiently included in the organization’s business continuity program. These people need to

ask: Is our organization vulnerable as a result of not including my department’s business
functions in the business continuity program? Are there things I can do unilaterally that will

lessen some of our risks and plug some of the gaps in our business continuity strategies?For
purchasing and procurement managers, who can play a huge role in helping to prevent potential
disasters, this book can offer some food for thought and specific things to look for when

selecting suppliers and contractors. These people need to ask: Have we included risk factors in

our review of potential suppliers? How prepared are our primary suppliers, outsourcing
companies, and shippers to manage their own disasters? Are there opportunities to collaborate
with business partners in continuity planning?For those responsible for disaster recovery—the

technology piece of business continuity—such as the director of IT or the disaster recovery
manager, this book can provide greater insight into supply chain continuity. As a result, these

individuals may see a need for better support and more rapid recovery of supply chain
technology following a disaster. These people need to ask: Does restoration of supply chain–
related systems need to be moved up on our recovery priority list? Do we need to do some

further recovery testing of supply chain applications?For risk managers, the book can be used to

review supply chain risks to help ensure that all enterprise vulnerabilities are identified and
addressed. These people need to ask: Is our current business interruption insurance appropriate

to our supply chain risks? Do our loss control strategies address all risks, including those of a
leaner supply chain?For business continuity managers who have overall responsibility for

developing and maintaining comprehensive enterprise-wide continuity programs, this book can

provide a more supply chain–specific view of continuity management. Equally important is
opening the door for more effective collaboration among business continuity planners and

supply chain managers. These people need to ask: Are there supply chain gaps in our plans?

Do we need to revisit the planning process to more fully incorporate all supply chain risks,
internal and external? Would our business continuity planning group be strengthened by adding
knowledgeable supply chain representation?And finally, for top level executives, the book can
offer a more in-depth understanding of their company’s business continuity program and what is
necessary to manage risks throughout the organization. These people need to ask: Does the

program fully support the organization’s mission statement? Is the current business continuity

reporting structure the most effective for our organization? Would I be comfortable and confident

standing in front of our board of directors, owners, stockholders, or the communities we serve
and touting the fact that we are fully ready to meet the demands a disaster may place on our

organization and its operations?Does this book fully cover all the most current information? Yes
and no. While there can be no definitive book on the subject of business continuity, as of the

date the final word was written, this book was a snapshot from my viewpoint of business
continuity today. Yet it is quite likely that between then and the day you read this, changes have

occurred, both in emergent disaster threats throughout the world that may result in new supply

chain risks and in the continuing evolution of the many aspects of business continuity planning,
and those changes may provide new risk management approaches or more stringent business

continuity requirements.To a varying degree, each person involved in the challenging pursuit of
business continuity planning might view their assigned planning role as a mission as we plan for

events usually outside our control that everyone hopes and prays will never happen.Steps taken

now to fully address supply chain issues in your company’s proactive approach to managing
disasters will help ensure that the needs and expectations of customers are met and that the
organization’s good reputation remains intact with all stakeholders.We are all customers; we are
all suppliers.
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Ines Kaldas, “Ahead of the field. In her second book, Betty Kildow guides us, in the lucid and
succinct manner we have come to expect from this author, through the most salient aspects of
Business Continuity Planning - in a sector that has become one of the most important fields of

its application: how to secure our supply chain!Ms Kildow, as in her first book, allows the

experienced as well as the reader new to the concept to navigate through why, what, how, by
whom and when a Business Continuity Plan should be established.Such clear roadmap is Ms

Kildow s greatest achievement and contribution to risk management for the domestic market

and even more so to the international community of users and implementors.Why so? Because,

as we are in every phyical and economic regard dependent on the smooth functioning of our

supply chains worldwide - the degrees of awareness of this crucially important fact varies
tremendously. In the US and Asia, Business Continuity Plans are mandated for, e.g. critical

infrastructure, in Europe, matters lag far behind.All the more, we need such a tool - such a
powerful argument - such a guideline - to manage our risks!”

Jan Husdal, “BCM + SCM = SCCM. As far as I can see, this is the first book that successfully
marries Business Continuity Management with Supply Chain Management, thus creating

Supply Chain Continuity Management, although this term is never used in the book anywhere,

but that's what it is; instead, she uses Supply Chain Business Continuity. Personally, I consider
straightforward supply chain continuity the better terminology. Semantics aside, Kildow goes a

long way in thoroughly explaining why and how she thinks that business continuity thinking
should be part of supply chain management.Not only does Kildow go into details about risks and

strategies specific to supply chains, her book also includes a detailed appendix on- how to
assess your own business continuity readiness,- what specific hazards a supply chain continuity
plan should include,- how to deal with pandemic issues,- how to set up your continuity team,-

three continuity plan samples, and- a supply chain/business continuity glossary.This makes it a
truly complete book that leavings nothing out.”

Doron Zilbershtein, “Paving the way for a culture of Business Continuity Planning. In her second
book, A Supply Chain Management Guide to Business Continuity the author Betty Kildow
proves again her incredible communication skills and writing talent in making reading an

enjoyable and rewarding intellectual expedition.This is not simply another book on the subject of
Business Continuity, Disaster Recovery, Security, Risk Management or Safety. Kildow

recognized the need to make managers and entrepreneurs aware of an emerging vital discipline
in business management: Business Continuity. Yet communicating the principles, theory,

methods and tools of supply chain continuity to the public is a challenge, let alone creating the

urge to adopt such principles.Shifting the paradigm in thinking about business continuity as a

vital component of any organization and business venture takes time. The message must be

packaged in a simple to understand language, include relevant and meaningful anecdotes, and
offer specific "cook book" type instructions for the novice among us. It should be organized in a

logical sequence to invite the reader on a journey that addresses emerging challenges.With

many excellent books available, Kildow carves a niche to address an audience that includes
those who may be in the position to need this information but don't realize it yet!In easy to read,

logically organized chapters, Kildow unfolds a condensed version of her 20 years of experience
as a successful Business Continuity champion. She captures the essence of the knowledge

and delivers it in a linguistically engaging style. Side by side with examples the reader may
review the reasoning behind specific actions. Kildow provides sufficient information to ensure

that the reader can identify the specific event and have sufficient tools to reach the right

conclusion and take to proper action to mitigate failure.Kildow draws upon global experience to
ensure that the reader is not spoon fed with domestic knowledge. Flavoring the content with

specific practical ideas in harmony with visually pleasing graphs and figures, she engages the

reader and enhances the experiential learning process. Of great value are the various
appendixes which contain actual ready to go templates of business continuity plans and
business continuity teams.Overall A Supply Chain Management Guide to Business Continuity is

a useful desktop guide. I have included it in my personal library and already benefited from its
wealth of knowledge.Doron ZilbershteinMiami Florida[...]”

Colin Ive - CoDRIM,com, “Essential reading for anyone seeking to build resilience in their supply

chain and in turn strengthen their own. An outstanding work by Betty Kildow who has created a

book of essential reading for not just Business Continuity practioners but importantly all Supply
Chain managers, no matter what industry they are in. Kildow has shared her comprehensive

knowledge of both Business Continuity and Supply Chain management in this well written book
on a subject which is growing with importance as more and more organization's seek to improve

their resilience by demanding suppliers have quality business continuity plans in place. It is a

book written with passion which compliments this knowledge, a passion for organization's to

survive and prosper even when key suppliers suffer calamities. Buy it, read it and use it to
protect you business.”
G.C., “Four Stars. A”
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